Field emission properties of chemical-vapor-deposition-grown multiwalled carbon nanotubes ͑MWCNTs͒ with plasma treatment have been investigated. Origin of the enhanced field emission current was interpreted in terms of surface morphology of MWCNTs, work function, field enhancement factor, and emission area. Contrary to the general belief, the change in the work function increased slightly with the plasma treatment time, whereas the field enhancement factor decreased. We found that the number of emittable MWCNTs played a dominant role in the current enhancement.
Carbon nanotube ͑CNT͒ is one of the leading materials in nanoscience and nanotechnology owing to high potential to be used in various application fields. In particular, the significant breakthroughs have been realized in the field emitters induced by their high aspect ratio, chemical stability, and large current flowing capability. 1, 2 In fact, stable and high emission current, low turn-on voltage, and large field enhancement factor of CNTs have opened application fields in CNT-based devices such as x-ray source, field emission display, planar/cylindrical light unit, amplifier, and ionization gauge. 3, 4 The CNT arrays have been prepared primarily by the screen printing method using the CNT paste or chemical vapor deposition ͑CVD͒ method. One serious drawback of such CNT arrays is the nonuniformity in the emission pattern that is attributed to the various length distributions of CNTs and resultant low emission site density. For this reason, various post-treatments including chemical processes, 5 electron irradiation, laser exposure, 6 and plasma treatment, 7 have been tried to improve emission properties.
Among these post-treatments, the plasma treatment has been adopted by several groups. [8] [9] [10] Enhancements observed after plasma treatments were explained by various aspects: tip sharpening, negative electron affinity resulting from sp 3 bonds, and needlelike film morphology. With all these observations, it seems to be clear that the emission current could be improved by tuning the plasma treatment conditions. Nevertheless, the explanation why the emission current could be altered or improved has never been clarified so far. One additional difficulty arises from an ambiguity in interpreting emission current through Folwer-Nordheim ͑FN͒ equation, whose logarithmic plot shows a linear slope. 11 This slope ͑S͒ can be expressed by both work function ͑͒ and field enhancement factor ͑␤͒, S ϳ 3/2 / ␤. Unfortunately, it is inseparable forms, i.e., two unknown parameters. Thus, one must rely on other measurement tool to extract information for both parameters.
In this study, we introduced vertically aligned CVDgrown multiwalled CNT ͑MWCNT͒ arrays to investigate the effect of plasma treatment on the emission current as a function of treatment times. The work function of vertically aligned MWCNTs arrays was measured by ultraviolet photoelectron spectrometer ͑UPS͒ and the corresponding field enhancement factor was extracted from the FN plot. We found that the field enhancement factor was reduced after plasma treatment and the work function was increased slightly, in good contrast with the expectation. Our systematic studies demonstrate that the enhanced emission current originated primarily from the increased number of emittable MWCNTs.
MWCNTs were grown using thermal CVD. Parameters associated with the growth are described in elsewhere. 12 Samples were then brought into the plasma chamber. Ar gas with a flow rate of 30 SCCM ͑SCCM denoted standard cubic centimeter per minute at STP͒ was supplied to do plasma treatment at a pressure of 90 mTorr. The rf power was fixed at 200 W while the etching time was varied.
Raman spectroscopy measurement was done with microRaman system ͑Renishaw, inVia Raman microscope 1000͒ with excitation energy of 1.96 eV. UPS ͑Riken Keiki, Photoelectron spectrometer Surface analyzer͒ with low energy electron counter method was done on a Au reference with a repeatability precision for work function of 0.02 eV. Deuterium lamp ͑200-364 nm͒ was used for the energy scan with a spot size of 2 mm 2 . The energy was searched by IV characteristics were measured at a vacuum pressure of 1.0 ϫ 10 −7 Torr. For transmission electron microscope ͑TEM͒ analysis of the tip morphology, a tiny sample was extracted from the substrate and dispersed in ethanol. The tip was easily distinguished from the bottom part with a large Ni catalyst. Figure 1 shows the field emission properties for three different samples of MWCNT arrays treated by plasma for 0, 3, and 5 min. The emission current was enhanced with increasing plasma treatment time, where the turn-on voltage was reduced gradually, as shown in Fig. 1͑a͒ . This observation was similar to the previous report. 13 The corresponding emission patterns were also provided in Figs. 1͑b͒-1͑d͒ . The as-grown sample showed a spot emission at high applied field ͑5 V/ m͒. It is worthy of note that in spite of lower electric field ͑3 V/ m͒ with a plasma treatment time of 5 min, the emission current increased, and furthermore the spot emission disappeared, improving the uniformity in the emission pattern.
To correlate the spot emission to the surface morphology of CNT arrays, we show the cross-sectional field emission scanning electron microscope ͑SEM͒ images in Fig. 2 . A number of protruded individual MWCNTs were observed in the as-grown sample, as shown in Fig. 2͑a͒ . The inset shows the TEM image of individual MWCNT, where the tip was closed. At a plasma treatment time of 3 min, most of the protruded MWCNTs were removed, while some of them were still existed, as shown in Fig. 2͑b͒ . Some of the tips were opened and some of them were partially dissociated, as shown in TEM image of the inset. The protruded nanotubes were removed further at longer plasma treatment time of 5 min, where no protruded MWCNTs were seen in this case. Note that it is rare to find the closed tip in this case, as shown in the inset of Fig. 2͑c͒ . The tips were opened by plasma treatment, creating defects, and possibly the sidewalls of MWCNTs near the edges were also damaged. This caused to increase D-band or sp 3 -like bonds, as evidenced by the slightly increased intensity ratio of D-band ͑sp 3 ͒ near 1330 cm −1 to G-band ͑sp 2 ͒ near 1590 cm −1 ͓Fig. 2͑d͔͒. The change of morphology and enhanced emission current with plasma treatment may alter the field enhancement factor, work function, and effective emission area. In order to clarify the origin of enhanced emission currents, we measured the work function using UPS. The onset of plasmatreated sample's photoemission was upshifted to higher energy compared to the pristine sample, as shown in Fig. 3͑a͒ , which is in good contrast with the enhanced field emission current. The FN plot was provided in Fig. 3͑b͒ . The field enhancement factor was extracted from the linear slope ͑in-dicated by linear lines͒ with the predetermined work function. Figure 3͑c͒ presents the extracted field enhancement factor, which was reduced with plasma treatment time. This reduction in the field enhancement factor is a geometrical factor, defined by ␤ = h / d, where d and h are diameter and height of CNTs, respectively. In the case of plasma treatment for 5 min, the MWCNT length was shortened by about 30% due to the removal of protruded MWCNTs. The measured field enhancement factor is 1849, which is much smaller than the expected value of 2612. The ratio of the separation distance between MWCNTs to the length of MWCNTs is about 1 100 in our experiment, which is much smaller than an ideal value ͑ϳ1 or 2͒ that minimizes the screening effect.
14 This implies that not only the length shortening but also the screening effect contributes to the reduction of field enhancement factor.
The reduction of field enhancement factor and increase of work function with plasma treatment are supposed to decrease the emission current. Therefore, the increase of the emission should be ascribed to some other factors. The emission areas, one of FN theory's parameter, were focused on analysis again. Because the field enhancement factor and work function were measured, information for emission area can be extracted from the FN equation.
15 Figure 3͑d͒ shows the emission area as a function of applied electric field. The emission area of the as-grown sample was very small, reflecting the spot emission observed in Fig. 1͑b͒ . However, with plasma treatment for 3 min, the emission area was incremented by three orders of magnitude. Further increase of treatment time to 5 min again increased the emission area by four orders of magnitude. This calculated emission area is strongly correlated with the increased area of emission patterns shown in Fig. 1 . It was also found that the emission area was slightly changed with electric field, regardless of the sample conditions. This implies that the dominant factor for the spot emission is the surface morphology of CNT arrays and the electric field plays a minor role for the spot emission, contrary to the general belief. 16 Corresponding number of emitting CNTs, which is the emission area divided by the size of single MWCNT was also drawn in the right y axis.
17 Figure 3͑c͒ summarizes the emission current per CNT. The emission current per CNT determined from the as-grown sample is 6.3ϫ 10 −6 A, comparable to previously reported current from single MWCNT. 17 This is another evidence of the spot emission without screening effect. With increasing the plasma treatment time, the emission current per CNT was significantly dropped by several orders of magnitude. This again implies the strong screening effect that diminished the emission current of the individual CNT.
In conclusion, we have investigated the plasma treatment effect on the field emission. After plasma treatment, we observed enhanced field emission current with expanded emission pattern. The field enhancement factor was reduced and the work function increased slightly. We found that the protruded CNTs on the surface of CNT arrays were etched away by the plasma treatment and hence the effective emission area increased drastically, while the emission current per CNT was significantly reduced due to the screening effect between CNTs. This work was supported by the MOE through STARfaculty project, MOE, MOCIE, and MOLAB through the foresting project of laboratory of excellence, KETI under Grant No. 10029846-2007-01, and in part by the KOSEF through CNNC at SKKU.
